The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 11 March 2010

**Current Rule:**
C.1.2 d) The hiking straps shall at all time when racing be functional and fixed in both ends as supplied by the builder.

**Amended Rule:**
C.1.2 d) The hiking straps shall be lead under the traveler and fixed in both ends as supplied by the builder.

**Current Rule:**
None

**New Rule:**
C.1.3. (s) The fair leads on the cleats for the traveler adjustment may be removed.

**Current Rule:**
G.3.1 Construction
   a) The construction shall be: Medium tempered, single ply.

**Amended Rule:**
G.3.1 Construction
   a) The sail shall be constructed from sailcloth approved by the IZCA and the OAR

**Current Rule:**
G.3.2 Dimensions
   a) Dimensions according to the Measurement Diagram.
   b) Sail ply as stated in G.3.1.b. of 140 g/m² ± 10 g/m².

**Amended Rule:**
G.3.2 Dimensions
   a) Dimensions according to the Measurement Diagram.